Take the time for some introspection with a Frida Kahlo inspired self-portrait. Look to your dreams, fears, pets, and surroundings for additional elements to convey. A great project for artists of all ages. Follow along with a copy of Marion Deuchar’s *Draw Paint Print Like the Great Artists*, where short and accessible facts about each artist’s life and works are followed by creative projects that Marion has devised based on the artist’s particular techniques.

**RECOMMENDED AGE/SKILL LEVEL:**

This project is suitable for all ages.

**ADDITIONAL RESOURCES**

**CONNECT Socially**

Facebook & Instagram: @MuseumofCraftandDesign @mariondeuchars
Twitter @SF_MCD

Share your project!
Post and tag #MCDatHome

**RELATED MATERIAL AND RESOURCES**

- Want to spruce up your art supplies? The MCD Store recommends the Ooly Chroma Blends Mechanical Watercolor Pencils